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Can less room

Make room

the Elephant in the room

By Erik Sandsten

for

?
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A New Raumplan?

There has been a trend in housing architecture

towards more open plans, all about maximizing the

openness of the space in a home. In this project I

am testing if a more closed plan, based on a

sequence of distinct spaces or rooms rather than a

unifying openness, can create a more spatially

satisfying and flexible housing typology for families.
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5
(m)

0

Alvik

Gustavslundsvägen 155

Constructed: 2014

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 85

Kr/m2: 76.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 46 (53%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 21 (25%) (3,5m x 6,2m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)

5
(m)

0

Example Hammarby Sjöstad

Lugnets Alle 53

Constructed: 2003

Classifica�on: 2 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 75

Kr/m2: 65.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 52 (70%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 28 (37%) (4,6m x 6,0m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)

5
(m)

0

Vällingby Parkstad Råcksta

Jämtlandsgatan 97

Constructed: 2018

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 65

Kr/m2: 49.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 41 (63%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 16 (25%) (3,8m x 4,2m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)

5
(m)

0

Kvarnholmen Nacka

Mjölnarvägen 18

Constructed: 2015

Classifica�on: 2,5 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 76

Kr/m2: 69.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 42 (55%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 22 (29%) (3,8m x 5,8m)

(kitchen not included)

5
(m)

0

Norra Djurgårdsstaden

Fagningsgatan 9

Constructed: 2014

Classifica�on: 2 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 59

Kr/m2: 79.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 38 (64%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 22 (37%) (4,1m x 5,3m)

(kitchen not included)
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Reducing the Size of Homes?

If the sequence of several rooms is not going to end

up as overly large, luxurious and non-affordable, I

will have to reduce the size of the rooms. I believe

decreasing dimensions to be an elephant in the room in

the construction industry, unmentioned by

architects, inevitably built anyway. Can a new take on

the raumplan improve on what is being built?
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You would in theory be
able to work less/

spend more time with
your children or doing
what you like to do

With two parents
working and no one at
home all day, a small
home makes sense, if
the cleaning is not

outsourced

Less things and
less space means
less responsibility
and less cleaning

Consumption critique

Some people living smaller
do it to nudge themselves
into spending less and
consuming less things

A way to get a better
private economy and
to live a simpler but
more fulfilling life?

People may feel better
about their smaller

environmental impact
when living smaller

When not focusing on
the own home, there is
more time to be a part

of society

-better neighbourhoods

What advantages
can a smaller
home result in?

Economical? Psychological?

Environmental? Social?

Actual sustainability is
not really possible for
families today with

current housing types?

Less material is used to
build the home, means
lower carbon footprint

(material type, lifespan,
flexibility important)

The current housing
market do not need
more large and
expensive houses

Smaller homes are
generally a more
secure investment,
easier to sell as new

development

Not owning a car
means lower carbon

emissions/ saving time
with shorter commutes

Less space to heat:

smaller electricity bill/

less waste of energy/

higher resilience

Reducing urban sprawl

Reducing the area of the
home means a possibility
for a higher density - to
affordably live closer to

the city
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Minimalist Architecture
Not to be confused with the minimalist lifestyle

-purely aesthetic modernist sub-style,
similar or identical to modernism

- less visible tectonic elements

-reduced/simplistic architecture, but

often large and luxurious

The Minimalist Lifestyle
Not to be confused with minimalist architecture

-less is more

-counter reaction to mass consumption

-reducing the number of possessions down to the essentials

-some do it because of environmental reasons, others do it
to create peace of mind and free up time.

Tiny House Movement
-subcategory of compact living

- small freestanding family homes

Compact Living
-maximising functionality in your living space

-flexible designs, compact solutions, folding furniture

-economy and necessity, less ideology

-for single young people starting a housing career.

Photo: Marita Brännvall
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Case Study: Tiny Conventional House in Wanaka, New Zealand
Built by Will and Jen - current plan functioning for 2 persons

This house is about 29 sqm, not including the loft, and it is located
in a suburban setting in contrast to many of the examples. Its fixed
position, by not being built on a trailer, makes it an importan
example to study as the height but most importantly the width are
more intentional. The main room with its large window is generous
and open, and the kitchen island allows for some interesting
flexibility in use, but both the kitchen and the bathroom has some
issues regarding the small dimensions, functionality and placement.

sliding windows opening
up towards the garden

front door in glass
from porch

living room with ceiling height
over 5m because of pitched roof

wall-mounted tv, turning into a computer
with desk by rearranging the shelf below

kitchen island with sink and
main dining area - would it be
possible to make the dining
area and kitchen preparation
space fully interchangeable?

a steep but proper staircase with storage
both in drawers in the lowest 3 steps and
through the small door

narrow bathroom with
smaller appliances

possibly an issue with
the narrow dimensions,
and the toilet straight
behind the kitchen

the kitchen has a
built in fan in the
wall, making the
cupboards above
more useful

The loft is quite spacious,
with space for storage
furniture and a spatial
connection to the living
room below

the entire gable is glassed, meaning
a window with a height of 5m

7,0m

4,2m

1:50

ground floor loft

Case Study: Tiny House from 20ft Shipping Containers in Victoria, Southern Australia
Self-built by Richard and Amy - current plan functioning for 2 persons

Washing machine, Sink, Nursery,
Clothing storage and cleaning
cupboard behind folding
partitions in corridor

Fully tiled bathroom with ledges
for storage and partition

The area of three shipping containers is approximately 41sqm, and when
including the corridors between the total area becomes about 50sqm.
All storage area in the home is marked with purple.

The spread-out layout of the home would possibly lead to too much
surface area for the volume in a swedish setting.

the interior surface material of a semi-bright plywood appears to create a
too dark ambience at times, an issue in a swedish setting

A missed pooprtunity for a window at the
end of the lengthwise axis, possibly
explained by the desire to be able to add
on additional containers to the home

Full-depth drawers under the sofa and the
raised bed fulfill most of the storage need

2,3m

5,9m

No proper
entrance inside
of the two glass
doors, would not
work for a
swedish climate

Wood deck in the front with entrance

Kitchen with top-fed dishwasher, oven, stove and
refrigerator. All doorhandles on the cupboards are
in the form of holes through their surface

Woodburner

Home office space
for two people

1:50

Case Study: Tiny House in Back Yard in Sydney, New South Wales
Designed by Nicholas for his friends Anthony and Bianca - current plan functioning for 3(4) persons

an exterior wooden deck
north of the house

the house has most windows towards north,
which is the most efficient way to design the
home in the southern hemisphere

the childs bedroom on the opposite side
of the house from the master bedroom

CLT-wood construction
visible from the inside

this wall can be
removed to
create a larger
childrens
bedroom

the cut-out piece
for the door in
the interior CLT-
wall is used as a
desk in the study

kitchen with refrigerator/freezer, stove/
oven, and top fed dishwasher

washing machine and
cleaning cupboard

emphasized entrance
by negative mass

clothes storage
in tall cabinets

the two windows on the west and
the east side of the house creates a
long visual axis throught the doors

a king sized bed and conventional
dimensions for the master bedroom
makes it comfortable and accessible

bathroom with small bathtub/shower

an open plan for the kitchen/living room, with
the kitchen efficiently against the back wall

This house with an area of 60 sqm is located in the wife's parents back
yard, as this was the only way for the family to build a house with the
very steep house prices in Sydney. It is very interesting to study as a
small, non-movable home as it thereby does not have to make sacrifices
because of width/length restrictions.

With an area about double the size of a common tiny house, but still
much smaller than a conventional one, it seems to be a well functioning
layout for a family of four, with even some possibilities of adapting it
to future needs. The environmental aspects are further reinforced by
the windows towards north and the CLT construction.

This strategy of building in a back yard is very good to increase the
urban density, with a plot which would have been to small for two
conventional houses. it also reinforces the generational bonds within the
family, but in the opposite way of how traditonal "granny-flats" would
have given the older generation a home close to the main family.

1:50

4,3m

12,0m

Case Study: Tiny House built in back yard in Sydney, New South Wales
Self-built by Dan and Marine - current plan functioning for 4 persons

In this example a family chose to rent out their main house, divide the
plot into two, and build this tiny 31,5 sqm house including the pool.

Its ambience is quite spacious for the small amount of interior space,
considering four people live there. It can be partly explained through
the large amount of built-in custom storage in the spots which would
otherwise have been wasted, but mostly it can be explained by all the
contact with the garden from the interor, with large windows and a
ceiling which continues outside. What is really good with this design is
all aspects which are solely for the childrens play, like the stair to the
childrens room or the play areas under all beds. design for children
usually makes it better for everyone, but the flexibility of some of the
very small openings and spaces may be questioned.

custom fitted tall cabinets
in kitchen corner

washing basket hidden
in built in shelf

unusual corner
placement of sinkthe window can be lifted

up to create an indoor/
outdoor dining table

barbeque

the tilted ceiling continues
from the inside to the porch
which ties the interior to the
outside room
-would you glaze this exterior
room in in a swedish context? the large 4m wide window

looks out on the backyard
swimming pool

fixed window seats
with storage

light sofas which
are easily moved

a small stair with cleaning cupboard inside, going
up to two levels of raised bunkbeds to add one
more aspect of fun and play to the home

raised bunkbeds for
the two children with
play-area underneath

good amount of storage
in custom drawers

the queen-sized bed can
be lifted up to reveal an
additional play-area below

4,2m

7,6m

1:50

Case Study: Tiny Movable House for five-person family, New Zealand
Self-built by Francois and Sarah-Lee - current plan functioning for 5 persons (oldest child is 9 years)

compost toilet as a
consequence of
there being no black-
water pipes available ladder to

the loftvery small
bathroom

fixed dining table,
would have been
more flexible with
a moveable one

kitchen in the same
material as the
walls, to make the
room seem bigger

the bedroom loft,
with a queen-sized
bed and a basket
for clothes storage the living room and kitchen gains a sense of space

from the open pitched ceiling above, but also from the
fact that the home is not organized as the standard
central corridor with functions on either side, but with
the functions on either end of the house instead

fixed bookshelves

woodburner

custom window sill to
be used as an interior
and exterior bench

three childrens bunk beds organized to give minimum leg-space but more
head-space, with three clothes storage drawers below.

this could be a good and even more safe solution for small children, but
maybe good if part of it is detachable for when the children grows.

custom
sliding
window

7,2m

3m

The area of the 3m x 7.2m home is about 21sqm, with an additional
6sqm on the loft. There is not much storage space in the home, partly
because the family lives a minimalist life, and partly because there are
other buildings on the plot. the father has also built an additional small
guest house adjacent to the main one, following its principles.

It becomes very important for family compact living that there is a
possibility to adapt the home to children growing, which means there
probably is a need for change once every few years at least. Which part
of the home becomes non functioning first? in the case of a family it
is probably the number of childrens bedrooms, but also the size of the
bathroom and the kitchen if they are very limited to begin with.

ground floor loft

1:50
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Nakagin Capsule Tower (Tokyo 1972) "Large Rustic Kitchen" vs "Small Electrical Kitchen" Enzo Gutzeit Finland 1950

Khrushchyovka Soviet Mass Housing 16 sqm Student Accomodation Luleå 2018
apartnotthewhole.tumblr.com
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New interchange
2019

Tall building
2019

MY PROPOSAL
30 family homes

Sågtorp
2019

New train
station
2018 Sågtorp

start 2022

West Roslags Näsby
(1400 new homes)

start 2019

N

In Transformation from Suburbia to Cityscape
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18m

100m

100m

200m

200m

1:2500

300m0m

0m

Topography of the site
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Can the small room
in itself be a desired
quality for a home?

Is the desired outcome
to give the rooms the
illusion of largeness?

pixabay.com

elementsproperty.co.uk

-words like snug and cosy evoke an idea
of a smaller space, if containing the
right daylight and materials

-sight lines, visual connections, ceiling
heights etc.

-avoid the feeling of crampedness

-more space does not always
equal better ambience
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Bachelard, G. & Jolas, M., 1994. The poetics
of space, Boston: Beacon Press.

The Poetics of Space

Gaston Bachelard

-Niches, Shelves, Nooks and Crannies

-the author’s personal spatial

childhood memories

-Burrows, Shells and Nests- spatial

nature references

-the feeling of home is a primal

feelings of security- do small spaces

in homes create this?
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"Gaston Bachelards Childhood Home"
Free Interpretation - Study of the relationship between the niche/shelf/nook and the room

1:50
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Niche Within a Niche
"Fractalization" - 2 alternatives

1:50
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A

B

A

B

C

C

+25,4

+26,1

+26,1

+26,5

Plan 0 N 0 2 4m
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A

B

A

B

C

C

+25,4

+26,1

+28,4

+28,4

+28,4

+26,1

+26,5

Plan 1 N 0 2 4m
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Elastic Room
Sharing things and space

-Room expands the home when needed, alternatively used by external tenant

-Crucial for permanent living, room for additional family members without moving

-A more private form of sharing than a collective

All rooms of the home are used at all times by dividing it into two parts

Diagram from Dwelling in time by Anna BraideDiagram from 500k report by Kod Arkitekter

The definition of elastic rooms
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A

B

A

B

C

C
+28,4

+25,4

+31,1

+31,1

+28,4

Plan 2 N 0 2 4m
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A

B

A

B

C

C
+28,4

+25,4

+31,1

+31,1

+28,4

Plan 2 N 0 2 4m
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Furniture ideas Niche
The different niches combines
in many ways with the main rooms

The recommended approach to furniture is smaller and lighter.
Less massive materials, more soft textures and fabrics, light wood

and steel frames, foldable tables and chairs, and tables or even sofas
with lockable wheels. Seating furniture can be sacks or pillows.

Furniture can be moved between the spaces, and chairs should mimic
or harmonize with each other, to make it possible to collect them in

the same seating group when needed. 

Foldable side table
/breakfast table 

one of two entrances,
if not needed it can

become a reading corner  

The niche contrasts
from the main room

because of a difference
in ceiling height and the
change in floor material  

Lounge area Play area

Dining area

Kitchen

1.8m 

5.6m 

3.5m 
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Furniture ideas Main Room
two main rooms and four of the larger niches form a
whole home, together with a bathroom/laundry core 

5.6m 

3.5m 

3.5m 

“Furniture Niche” 

Two Dining tables
with foldable parts,

joined 

Projector fabric roll,
instead of television

Event, main room expansion into niche

Seating group armchairs

Seating group sofas
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Exploded Axonometric Drawing
3 Family homes + 2 Shared elastic rooms
Joined into one large “villa”

Workshop shared between 5 families 
lies detached from the villa
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A

B

A

B

C

C

Plan 3 N 0 2 4m

+31,1

+33,9
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Elevation SE 0 2 4m
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Sektion B-B 0 2 4m
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Elevation SW 0 2 4m
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Section C-C 0 2 4m
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Vitruvian Man in space
Pallasmaa, J., 2012. The eyes of the skin: Architecture

and the senses 3rd ed., John Wiley & Sons.

The Eyes of the Skin

Juhani Pallasmaa

-Materiality
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Diagram visual and acoustical connections between loft and main floor
In order to make the bedroom “loft” feel larger, dual windows connect it not only to the exterior but also
to the rest of the home through the high ceiling height in the main room. Openable sliding windows
combine the room acoustically with the main room, further increasing the subconscious feeling of space. 
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The Upper Floor Bed Frame Module
An existing flexible furniture module, reducing the
need for moving large pieces of furniture up stairs and
through the smaller dimensions of the upper floors. 2,1m - Adult bed

0,9m

0,4m

Storage of clothes and books

Metal clasps

Centered beam

Nightstand, or stacked to form tall cabinet

1,4m - Childrens bed

3 modules

2 modules

1 module
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Elevation NW 0 2 4m
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Sektion A-A 0 2 4m
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Elevation NE 0 2 4m
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A

B

A

B

C

C

+29,9

+30,5

+30,5

+29,0

+29,3

+29,5

+30,5

+30,5

Plan 0 N 0 2 4m
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A

B

A

B

C

C

+29,9

+30,5

+30,5

+29,0

+29,3

+29,5

+30,5

+30,5

Plan 0 N 0 2 4m
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Exploded Axonometric Drawing
4 Family homes + 2 Shared elastic rooms
Joined into one large “villa” 
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62kvm

Study in Flexibility: The Switchable Entrance
The most public and the most private room are interchangeable

Typical Front
Door Design

Middle ground used for
both doors and as window

Relaxing and Entertaining switches
place with Sleeping and Working

1:1001:50

Typical Garden
Door Design
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A

B

A

B

C

C

+29,9

+33,5

+29,0

Plan 1 N 0 2 4m
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100 
3,0m 

Raising the ceiling height from the standard 2,5m initially affects the experience quite a lot, and every decimeter added can be noticed.
3,5m becomes an unusual height, a little above what would be called luxury for an apartment, but handy for when clerestories can be used.

At a point around 3,5m-4,0m the ceiling is dissolved for these rooms, and additional decimeters does not change the experience significantly.
A height around what can be called ”double ceiling height” creates a room where the ceiling is not experienced from many angles, and the
height gives me a chance to on top of the clerestories also add windows to the upper floor loft.

3,5m 

4,0m 
4,5m 

The generous attitude towards ceiling height in Tiny House and Compact Living architecture may be problematized,
as an increased volume requires more building materials and heating energy. I still use a raised ceiling as a tool to create 
variation in the spatial experience when moving around the home. It can be seen as a more minimalist approach, as 
the decreased floor area may be sufficient for people with less things, but the volume is kept to avoid a cramped feeling. 
 

Two somewhat contradicting vernacular sayings:

”A larger room benefits from a higher ceiling height” (-while a smaller does not?)

“The narrow rooms in a tiny house feels bigger with a higher ceiling height” 
 

Ceiling height in relation to main floor and niches
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Elevation SW 0 2 4m
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Sektion B-B 0 2 4m
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The Kitchen niches
Different layouts where the work done in the kitchen can unfold into the living 
room when needed, and withdraw or be hidden to give room for living room activities.   

A side table is folded out
to open up between living
room and kitchen. The table
can be used for baking,
preparation or quick meals  

In this case the kitchen would work as
the link between two living rooms  

A water-resistant curtain can be used
to divide the kitchen from the living room. 

More d
eep

 niches  
     

-    
   M

ore s
hallo

w niches  
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Elevation NE 0 2 4m
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Sektion A-A 0 2 4m
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Elevation NW 0 2 4m
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Section C-C 0 2 4m
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Workshop N 0 2 4m

+28,4

+31,1
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House with 3 joined homes

1. 58 sqm
2. 77 sqm
3. 74 sqm

House with 4 joined homes

1. 79 sqm
2. 75 sqm
3. 79 sqm
4. 75 sqm

(+50 sqm workshop shared between 6 homes)

Mean home size including additional shared spaces:

Source: SCB

94 sqm (area per person less than 70 % of area average)

(+28 sqm elastic upper floor)

(+20 sqm elastic shared between 2. and 3.)

(+21 sqm elastic shared between 1. and 2.)

(+17 sqm elastic shared between 3. and 4.)
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Conclusion

-The competitive and extreme compact living may not work as

permanent homes

-What may work is a home about the standard size, but divided

in a more elastic way

-Removing the maximum amount of space in a “tabula rasa”

setting, or allowing to add some more space to be able to solve

plans even in a specific context?

-Possible development: incorporating the sleeping area into

the main concept of rooms and niches, and less hierarchy

between room and niche

-Can the concept be used when renovating old buildings?
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Thank You
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Appendix A

Evaluation: To what degree does
my design reduce or not reduce

its environmental impact?
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I went into this project expecting that the environmental impact of a home could be directly reduced by
building fewer square meters, or cubic meters. After all, the word reduce is always the first in any campaign
influencing consumers or designers, often having a motto based on three, four or five Rs starting with
reduce, reuse, recycle, etc. Obviously, the word reduce can be interpreted in many ways, but in this project, I
have partially decided to experiment with it meaning reducing the size of the home, and I have eventually
learned, sometimes too late, about other important design factors which affect the carbon footprint as
well. I initially identified two different factors in a large home which are affecting the environment:

The amount of material needed to build the home and The energy used to heat the home

The material used to build a home does not correspond to its size very clearly. A house with an area double
the size of another does not have to use that much more material, at the same time as other factors can
make a small house end up using much more material. It is better to consider what factors make a home
use less material. When considering the shape of the home, a more compact shape is always better than a
spread-out of the same size, and it is even better to join several units to make them share the material and
heating energy used to some extent.

An even more important factor is the type of material used, and I initially decided to use as much wood
as possible rather than using concrete. I have tried to reduce the amount of concrete by using the plinth
construction, where the only negative impact would be the detached and elevated relationship the building
gets to the ground, which I don’t think is reason enough not to avoid the use of concrete, and which I
partially solve by adding the exterior platforms as an intermediate space between the home and the ground.
The elevated structure is also naturally protected from floods, which should not be a problem anyway in a
souterrain, but which might be if using a cellar foundation.

I use a standard balloon frame construction, in combination with some CLT for the loadbearing interior
walls and loft floors, rather than a massive wood system which rely fully on wood also as an insulator, and
is without a vapour barrier. I chose to have the most constant indoor climate possible, even thought the
standard use of vapour barriers as of today is a complex solution which may hurt the construction if done
incorrectly. I prioritize this because to keep the indoor temperature even becomes extra important in this
small homes and rooms, both as they have a larger façade to volume ratio, but also because people will
generally be closer to the exterior walls. It is also worth noting that the massive wood systems may use a
lot more material, and for a constuction where you won’t need that for loadbearing purposes, it may be less
wasteful to use a lighter insulation material, even something cellulose based if a fire-retardant is used.

While kept compact shape-wise, my structures have a more complex composition, determined by the
interior spaces, and questions can be raised about the cost and plausibility of why to choose this
construction over a simpler one. I claim that if this type of spatial system with rooms, niches and lofts is
deemed to be valued as an alternative to more standard plans, which have their issues as well as time has

told, the construction part does not have to be too complicated. I imagine a near future where also more
complicated structures like this one can be shipped to site and easily put together like a jigzaw puzzle,
essentially because of CNC technology. Maybe processes like this is even a way to keep architects at work,
not rendering them redundant with too many over-engineered and site-less prefabricated building systems
with no space for customization. But if it can increase the lifetime of the construction, meaning people
use it as a permanent home, it is worth it.

The lifespan of the building matters a lot for its sustainability, which comes down to two things, if people
want to use the home (it doesn’t become obsolete), and the lifespan of the construction or the weakest
part of it. Regarding whether the building will become obsolete, I have opted for closed plans which
should not have to be reconstructed, and with small but general rooms which can be used for multiple
purposes and multiple types of people. But I think the ability to adapt the construction through renovation
may be the weakest link in the project, as it has a proper amount of flexibility as a finished plan, but not
as much flexibility when it comes to being renovated or altered.

A larger home means more energy has to be used for climate control. In Sweden, with its large temperature
differences between outside and inside, about 80% of the energy in an electrically heated home is used to
heat air and water, which means this is the first thing to look at when trying to reduce the energy.
Decentralized means of energy production, like burning biofuel or pellets to heat your own home, may be
a good way to increase your resilience, but it is also a large effort for the individual, and it can often affect
the local environment negatively.

One thing which is very relevant is that Swedish energy production is very clean to begin with, if you are
fine with considering nuclear power a decent power source. This does not mean it is okay to waste energy,
as a higher energy consumption means a lower degree of resilience within the country (higher risk of
power outages), and a higher risk of needing to import fossil energy from our neighbouring countries.
Additionally, sustainable energy can still have an impact on biodiversity even though it has a low carbon
emission, both because of its production, the sourcing of materials, or during its operation. But overall,
this may be the least important of the two factors, mostly because of Sweden’s unique energy supply.

It still has a much higher significance in other countries, like USA where fossil energy is still used to a large
extent, and where the very large homes create this extremely spread-out society where cars are the only
option. The use of cars is also a hidden issue in the Swedish context, which is connected to the private
economy of the family, and to the high housing prices in urban areas which forces people to live far from
the city. Here a smaller, and thereby cheaper, family home could have a direct impact on the car use,
Especially if the reduced distance to the city in exchange for a smaller home makes the car obsolete. It can
allow for an alternative type of family life, where a smaller part of life is spent maintaining all the material
belongings, and a larger part of life can be spent as part of society, not only as a passive consumer but also
as a participant.
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Appendix B

Background to why a denser,
more compact typology may be
reasonable in the urban scale
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Norrtälje

Österåker

Vallentuna

Täby

Danderyd

Solna Lidingö

Vaxholm

Stockholm
Nacka

Värmdö

Tyresö
Huddinge

Södertälje

Nykvarn

Nynäshamn

Haninge

Salem

Upplands-Väsby

Sollentuna

Järfälla

Ekerö

Botkyrka

Sigtuna

Upplands-Bro

The eccessive use and
ownership of cars in society

leads to many issues:
-local evironmental damage

-global environmental damage

-wasted time/lower quality of life

The cause is the ongoing
decentralization of the city

"Stockholmstrafiken värst i Norden"
-Dagens Nyheter, 6/11-13
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Norrtälje

Österåker

Vallentuna

Täby

Danderyd

Solna Lidingö

Vaxholm

Nacka

Värmdö

Tyresö
Huddinge

Södertälje

Nykvarn

Nynäshamn

Haninge

Salem

Upplands-Väsby

Sollentuna

Järfälla

Ekerö

Botkyrka

Sigtuna

Upplands-Bro

Existing Trend - Urban Sprawl
-suburbia/the american dream/garden cities
-pursuit of a lifestyle close to nature
-work from home/digitalization?

-the main reason: proximity costs
-the main group: nuclear families

”Svenska städer växer mer till ytan än i befolkning. Den kraftigaste
befolkningstillväxten har i flera decennier skett precis utanför städerna”

-Stefan Svanström, SCB

Mean price of a villa by municipality (tkr)

Stockholm Municipality
(some parts are not located near "stockholm city")

The historical
suburbs

-close to stockholm city

-could benefit from some
form of densification

The emerging suburbs
-one by one are becoming part of
the stockholm regional expansion

-this is where most newly established
families can afford to buy
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Why do Families Move?

-current trend is building
smaller homes for singles

-less large family apartments,
and the ones which are built
are not affordable

Average size of New Development
Apartments in Stockholm (sqm)

(SCB 2019)

Hidden issue: wastefully
large suburban houses

-building material/heating energy

-encourages consumption/cars

-preserving traditional family roles

paradoxically a social class
aware about sustainability
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Norrtälje

Österåker

Vallentuna

Täby

Danderyd

Solna Lidingö

Vaxholm

Nacka

Värmdö

Tyresö
Huddinge

Södertälje

Nykvarn

Nynäshamn

Haninge

Salem

Upplands-Väsby

Sollentuna

Järfälla

Ekerö

Botkyrka

Sigtuna

Upplands-Bro

Sustainable Alternative - Densification
-reducing commuting times
-reducing pollution/carbon footprint
-people living closer to one another creates better and
more social neighbourhoods

The Method:

-more compact, less remote family homes

-Compact Living as more than temporary
homes for singles/couples

Compact Living for Families

-Permanent and Voluntary

-Proper Architectural Spaces

-Establish Homely Feeling

-Functional Spaces for Family Life

Number of Households
of different sizes

(SCB 2014)
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Appendix C

“Five Aspects of the Room”

design categories concept
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Dimensions

Crampedness/Vastness

Material Texture

Five Senses Experiencing
Architecture

Window Placement The Fixed Furniture

Vehicular Design

The Plan Composition
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The Square

Generality/Flexibility

The Narrow Room

Less Flexible but axis can
create a feeling of space
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om

Dimensions

Crampedness/Vastness
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Material Texture

Five Senses Experiencing
ArchitectureFi
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A
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om

Temperature
convection

Smoothness/
roughness

Reflectivity/
lustreless

Acoustics
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Window Placement

The Traditional French Window Le Corbusiers Window The Contemporary Window -80s Oil Crisis Window Clerestory/Skylight

Horizontality/Objectivity Market Economy Preservation of Energy Simulative DesignVerticality/Depth
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The Fixed Furniture

Vehicular DesignFi
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Wooden bench: https://www.countrycasualteak.com/teak-garden-bench-windsor-5-ft-4402

Window seat: https://visualhunt.com/window-bench-with-storage

Office chair: https://radiusofficefurniture.ie/shop/office-furniture/office-chairs/ergonomic-adjustable-chairs/dorsum-
executive-ergonomic-full-mesh-office-chair-with-headrest/

Gaming chair: https://www.beliani.fr/gaming-chair-black-and-red-victory.html

Concrete bench: https://www.martlewood.com/product/ansei-concrete-bench/

Bar stool: https://daviddesign.se/products/lean-bar/

Bar stool no back: https://www.lovefurniture.co.uk/other/bar-stools/bar-stool-chrome-swivel-no-back-bm-010p

Camping chair: https://www.homesdirect365.co.uk/coppola-white-directors-chair-p54616

Wall mounted chair: https://www.essem.se/sv/produkter/sittbankar-66670/jaxon/

Kitchen chairs: https://www.presentdaze.co.uk/pair-of-cornish-oak-ladder-back-dining-chairs-16466-p.asp

T
he

C
ha
ir

Garden Bench

Folding Seat
Window Seat

Camping/Directors/
Folding ChairOffice/Gaming Chair

Kitchen Chair

Sturdy/Simple Construction

Often fixed in public areas

Always too rough for
indoors?

A too hard surface for
extended use

User-friendly and quick to
produce/draw back,
especially for elderly

Can be used in entrances, in
the shower, by the kitchen
table or in the kitchen

Can possibly become an
option for slightly longer
sessions with the use of

padding

Epitome of built-in furniture

-A possible example of a
small Bachelard-style niche

A bright place to sit and read

Possibly cold and drafty to
sit there?

Example of non-fixed
compact furniture

High degree of flexibility
and storage potential

Comfort and stability may be
lacking

Ergonomics- the best option
for extended use

Many tiny house creators
have opted for simpler, less
ergonomic alternatives for

their homes

People are hesitant to have
these in representative areas
of the home, important to
consider in an open plan

situation

Both plain and padded
options, both has their assets

and drawbacks

On top of one chair for each
(adult) person living in the
small home, the number of
chairs should be restricted

For intermediate sessions,
the padded can increase the

comfort

Bar Stools
-Alternative for restaurants, activity-based
workplaces, and the home?
-Places the user in an intermediate between
standing and seated, which makes it ideal
for shorter sessions
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The shape of the table

-can a round table increase flow in the
room when moving around?
-Is square or rectangle the most efficient
use of space when eating/other activities?

Cockpit table: https://www.marine.com/products/11-50687/whitecap-teak-drinkholder-wremovable-cockpit-table-
top-holds-4-glas

Double surface table: https://www.walmart.ca/en/ip/Costway-Lift-Top-Coffee-Table-Modern-Accent-Table-
Hidden-Storage-Compartment/PRD2F3LZUWM5FZN

Office desk: https://www.officedesk.com/products/48-wood-veneer-standing-office-desk-w-pneumatic-lift

Kitchen table: https://www.dfs.co.uk/evesham/evemvaevm

Plastic folding table: https://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/pdg-6-ft-folding-table

Folding table wood: https://www.fostersfurniture.co.uk/hampshire-gateleg-table/p16816

Table with wheels: https://www.livingandcompany.com/en/nordal-industial-table-with-wheels-iron.html

Bar cart: https://www.do-shop.com/products/james-bar-cart

T
he

Ta
bl
e

Double Surface Table Cockpit/Boat Table

Table on wheels

Folding Table

Kitchen Table

Office Desk

A great way to have two
tables on the area of one.
The everyday meals and

homework sessions can take
place on top of longer
projects, like puzzles and

games

A classic design for boats to
prevent things from falling
off, often combined with a

folding function.

For a small table or narrow
shelf this could still be

relevant, maybe for young
children

An alternative for situatons
when the table would need
to be moved on a daily basis,
something like the latter is
easier to keep in place

It makes sense for the main
dining table to be at least
partially a folding table, to
make it go from 5 to 7 seats

A full folding table is not
neccessary, a certain amount
of table area will be needed

in everyday situations.
Exeption to this if it is

meant to be moved often

Good if this standard table
can be used for many other
possible uses than eating Flexible through its ability to

change desktop height with a
pneumatic lift

A good feature for elderly
people, who may find the

more mechanic solutions too
heavy for an everyday

implementation
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The Plan Composition

The Bourgeoise Closed Plan The Modernist Open Plan The Rooms in the Room Varying Ceiling Heights Varying Floor Heights

Flexibility Compactness "Frank Lloyd Wright-esque" "Adolf Loos Raumplan-esque"Sightlines/Sequence
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Appendix D

Old and New Cardboard Model
Pictures, Process and Concepts
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Higher ceiling, smaller room Lower ceiling, larger room, same volume
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Old Concept model
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1.

Process

2. 3.
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4. 5. 6.
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Appendix E

Historical and contemporary
research into ideas of why to
reduce the size of the home
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Nakagin capsule tower

Tokyo

Architect Kisho Kurokawa

Metabolist movement

Built 1972, still standing

Thought to be the future of city
living, has inspired many

“capsule hotels”

Photo: Unknown Photo: Noritaka Minami Photo: Noritaka Minami

HOW DOES THESE SMALL CAPSULE ROOMS WORK? (2,5m x 4,0m, 10 sqm)

-In 2013, a couple from porto interested in architecture lived there for a year, 30-40 of the 140
capsules still used as apartments, or possibly overnight apartments or offices. The construction
seems to be the main issue, with an overall decay and non-functioning amenities.

“While interviewing the inhabitants, it became clear that the typology was considered a positive aspect. All highlight
the few square meters available per unit, but none see it as a problem: it is the option that makes sense in a city like
Tokyo. All agree that this is the condition of space that best serves the metropolis, providing a central and strategic
location at the expense of a room or a garden – ‘the city fulfils that role’”

-Somewhere between demolition and a museum upheld by architecture interested people today

https://archeyes.com/nakagin-capsule-tower-kisho-kurokawa/
https://failedarchitecture.com/a-year-in-the-metabolist-future-of-1972/
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HAS A DECREASE IN THE SIZE OF THE HOME HAPPENED BEFORE?

-Associated with the urbanization of Sweden and the creation of many suburbs, the million
programme era was very much about streamlining and reducing the size of the home. As one
focus was the nuclear family, a group rarely considered since, it becomes interesting to challenge
the standards and norms from this period still used today.

-The kitchen plans above are illustrative of the change in size before and after the rational and
mass produced building of the 20th century, as they come from the same finnish manufacturers
catalouge, Enso Gutzeit Manufacturer Catalouge from 1950. Both were possible to get at the time.

-The rational “Small Electrical kitchen” is put against the much less space sensitive “Large Rustic
Kitchen”, one for the emerging city life, the other for the electricity-less countryside.

“Small Electrical Kitchen” 2,3m x 2,8m “Large Rustic Kitchen” 4,5m x 5,0m
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https://www.nyteknik.se/bygg/nytt-koncept-for-studentbostad-tva-i-en-fardiga-med-mobler-6335795
https://sbsstudent.se/laboratorievagen-lulea/
https://lindbacks.se/

Photo: Google Maps

Photo: sbsstudent.se

COMPACT LIVING FOR STUDENTS IN LULEÅ, SWEDEN

-16 sqm student accomodation, the smallest allowed by boverket since a recent change

-two of these are prefabricated as the same element before being transported to site, which
reduces cost. The pieces of furniture in the plan are fixed

-Student accomodation is viewed as fairly temporary, which justifies the small area. Even though
this particular example does not have any shared spaces in the building, it is generally considered
(or hoped) that there is a community connected to the university where the student spends their
work and leisure time. In the case of this example, the apartments are not accessible.

-Awake time is naturally spent close to the window, apartment has potential to not feel cramped.
The very cold climate in northern Sweden is a concern though, especially as this is meant for
people coming to luleå to study and not being used to the outdoor climate.
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500K - EMERGING MOVEMENT INITIATED BY KOD ARKITEKTER

-The report raises awareness about the low density of many suburban areas in stockholm, and it
proposes different ways of densifying the large and often underused villa plots while still keeping
the athmosphere and the scale of the suburb in question.

-The change is put in the hands of the public, and it focuses on how the permit-free complementary
building (<30sqm), or splits of existing structure, can become housing for singles or couples

-Coming from the other end, it is interesting how my new family typology can allow for this type
of flexible, and thereby efficient and sustainable, use of the living space. The change in needs
throughout a lifetime, presented in the top right diagram, shows how each space in the structure
can give adequate room to someone in any given moment, which has to be the most efficient way.
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ENKELRUM, MANUFACTURER OF PRE-FABRICATED SMALL HOUSES

-A commercial incarnation of the 500k movement, which initially focused on delivering
complementary buildings for existing families, but now sees the potential of delivering actual
small homes, not only in the form of guest- and summer houses, but also year-round homes.

-Mostly in compliance with what is allowed to be built on plots without a building permit, but
also some larger homes which would still be considered small in comparison to a standard home.

-Complementary buildings or summer houses for 300.000kr-1.000.000kr

https://enkelrum.se
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15 sqm prefabricated “friggebod” with custom layout

According to the manufacturer, it can be turned into a
sauna, a guest house or a workshop

This 25 sqm prefabricated “attefallshus” was the largest model which
could be delivered to a site without a building permit before 2020

Delivered with full accessibility as above, with loft, or as blank room

This 30 sqm prefabricated “bolundare” is since 2020 the new
largest model to be delivered to a site without a building permit

Generally more spacious in comparison to the 25 sqm house, but
also with the potential of being delivered with two single bedrooms

A more common 60sqm custom summer house can be requested,
which will be realized by linking two “attefallshus” together
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REPORT/PROPOSAL BY SVENSKA BYGGBRANSCHENS UTVECKLINGSFOND

Fler, Billigare och Bättre Bostäder

-This alternative proposal to a planned housing project in Nacka is looking at how the building
code can make the apartments unnecessarily expensive and large. The right plan is the proposed
cheaper alternative to the left, where 42 smaller and more varied apartments per floor can be built
instead of the original 30, by only ignoring the rules about facade noise levels.

-The report shows another reason why large homes can be questioned: because they are unstable investments. The
gap between the cost and what people are able to pay means they end up unsold.

-In the sections, the alternative to a fully excavated parking garage below the building is proposed,
as the number of cars per inhabitant may decrease in the near future.

Svenska Byggbranchens Utvecklingsfond, SBUF-projekt 13271, Stockholm maj 2017
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KOMITÉEN FÖR MODERNARE BYGGREGLER (2019)

-A proposal to change and simplify the swedish construction norm

-Regarding the size of the home, the committee is looking for variation in possible plans, in order
to increase the flexibility over time.

-Student apartments should not have separate rules from other apartments, the rules should
instead only consider apartments <35sqm or >35sqm (>55sqm is removed)

-The rules about the ground floor of multy-story terraced houses should be simplified, to make it
possible to build smaller ground floor with only the possibility of installing a kitchen, not an
actual kitchen

“Även för bostäder större än 55 kvadratmeter skapas möjlighet

för mer kompakta bostadslösningar och fler avskilda sovrum.”
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REPORT: THE FLEXIBLE WALLS OF EXPERIMENTHUSET, JÄRNBROTT(1951)

Experimenthuset i Järnbrott: Erfarenheter från ett Hus med Flyttbara Väggar

-Test of a new multi-family typology, where all interior walls are movable, possible for the families
to decide their own plans

-1988 Report evaluates how much these walls had been used since construction: apart from some
creative use, most people used them to add room when the family grew. The walls require special
solutions for ceiling, floor, electrical wiring- making the home less functional and aesthetic?

-The report makes me think that instead of only appreciating the flexibility of the open plan, a
finished architect-determined plan with certain options may have an acceptable level of flexibility?

Andersson, B., Olsson, S. & Jonasson, K., 1988. Experimenthuset i Järnbrott : erfarenheter från ett hus med flyttbara väggar, Stockholm: Statens råd för byggnadsforskning: Svensk byggtjänst.
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“Fördelen med slutna lägenheter ligger i stor utsträckning på ett praktiskt plan - det går att
avskärma högljudda eller stökiga aktiviteter. Hushåll med många medlemmar och speciellt med
barn har ofta behov av rum som kan stängas till kring läxläsning, TV, barns sömn när föräldrarna
är uppe o s v. Också I de ‘öppna’ lägenheterna är just somrummen slutna. Men behovet av
avskärmning motiveras också ofta av att man vill ha ett rum som är snyggt - vardagsrummet -
och som inte störs av mer eller mindre tillfällig oordning I kök, sov- och arbetsrum. Detta
argument framförs framförallt av de lägenhetsinnehavare som har slutna lägenhetstyper.”

-Experimenthuset i Järnbrott: Erfarenheter från ett Hus med Flyttbara Väggar (page 60)

Andersson, B., Olsson, S. & Jonasson, K., 1988. Experimenthuset i Järnbrott : erfarenheter från ett hus med flyttbara väggar, Stockholm: Statens råd för byggnadsforskning: Svensk byggtjänst. Page 60

In closed apartments, the different family members can not only be separated
visually and audibly, but also separate themselves from untidy parts of the home
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DEGROWTH ARCHITECTURE - OSLO ARCHITECTURE TRIENNALE (2019)

-A reaction to the unfair and unsustainable state of architecture
-Architects feel like they are not able to work towards their own goals and dreams, but are only a
part of an economic machinery which leads in the wrong direction
-Institutions of degrowth: the library, the theatre, the playground, the academy
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WWW.COMPACT-LIVING.COM

-Company which builds and installs lofts in existing homes in the Stockholm area (workshop in
Solna)

-Great if it makes it possible for families or couples to keep on living in the often smaller homes
closer to the city core, where they probably work and where they have their social setting, instead
of moving far out to a larger home

-Important to consider that you can make changes in the function of your home even though you
dont have additional space to expand onto - expanding inwards instead of expanding outwards

www. compact-living.com
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Appendix F
Case Studies of

Contemporary Architecture:
Acoustical Separation in

Contemporary Developments
Looking for a Silent Refuge
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5
(m)

0

Alvik

Gustavslundsvägen 155

Constructed: 2014

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 85

Kr/m2: 76.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 46 (53%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 21 (25%) (3,5m x 6,2m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)
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Arenastaden Solna

Evenemangsgatan 34

Constructed: 2015

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 65

Kr/m2: 71.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 35 (54%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 25 (38%) (3,7m x 6,8m)

(kitchen included)
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Barkabystaden

Parkvägen 10

Constructed: 2018

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 73

Kr/m2: 41.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 35 (48%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 25 (34%) (3,5m x 7,3m)

(kitchen included)
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Example Hammarby Sjöstad

Lugnets Alle 53

Constructed: 2003

Classifica�on: 2 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 75

Kr/m2: 65.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 52 (70%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 28 (37%) (4,6m x 6,0m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)
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Hammarby Sjöstad

Rorgängargatan 15

Constructed: 2009

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 83

Kr/m2: 81.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 51 (62%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 38 (46%) (6,2m x 6,2m)

(kitchen included)
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Hägernäs Strand Täby

Södra Catalinagränd 45

Constructed: 2003

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 89

Kr/m2: 75.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 49 (55%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 22 (25%) (3,8m x 5,6m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)
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Hägerstensåsen

Boktryckarvägen 8

Constructed: 2004

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 78

Kr/m2: 54.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 46 (59%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 38 (49%) (6,0m x 6,4m)

(kitchen included)
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Kvarnholmen Nacka

Mjölnarvägen 18

Constructed: 2015

Classifica�on: 2,5 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 76

Kr/m2: 69.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 42 (55%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 22 (29%) (3,8m x 5,8m)

(kitchen not included)
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Liljeholmskajen

Grönbrinksgatan 8

Constructed: 2009

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 88

Kr/m2: 59.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 52 (59%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 36 (41%) (4,7m x 7,7m)

(kitchen not included)
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Norra Djurgårdsstaden

Fagningsgatan 9

Constructed: 2014

Classifica�on: 2 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 59

Kr/m2: 79.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 38 (64%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 22 (37%) (4,1m x 5,3m)

(kitchen not included)
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Näsby Park Täby

Källtorpsvägen 3

Constructed: 2016

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 64

Kr/m2: 48.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 36 (56%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 26 (41%) (3,5m x 7,4m)

(kitchen not included)

(including the room beyond the par��on sliders)
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Vällingby Parkstad Råcksta

Jämtlandsgatan 97

Constructed: 2018

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 65

Kr/m2: 49.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 41 (63%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 16 (25%) (3,8m x 4,2m)

(kitchen and dining area not included)
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Telefonplan

Snickerigatan 11

Constructed: 2015

Classifica�on: 2 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 65

Kr/m2: 49.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 47 (72%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 34 (52%) (4,5m x 7,4m)

(kitchen included)
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5
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Ursvik

Forskningsringen 90

Constructed: 2018

Classifica�on: 3 rooms and kitchen

Area (m2): 76

Kr/m2: 38.000

Acous�cs

Largest indivisible room (m2): 42 (56%)

Furniture/Flexibility

Useable Living Room (m2): 25 (33%) (5,0m x 5,0m)

(kitchen not included)
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Appendix G

Case Studies of a Modern
Vernacular Architecture:
Tiny Houses in Australia and

New Zealand

Picture: Indigo Oeland/Alamy Stock Photos
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Case Study: Tiny House from 20ft Shipping Containers in Victoria, Southern Australia
Self-built by Richard and Amy - current plan functioning for 2 persons

Washing machine, Sink, Nursery,
Clothing storage and cleaning
cupboard behind folding
partitions in corridor

Fully tiled bathroom with ledges
for storage and partition

The area of three shipping containers is approximately 41sqm, and when
including the corridors between the total area becomes about 50sqm.
All storage area in the home is marked with purple.

The spread-out layout of the home would possibly lead to too much
surface area for the volume in a swedish setting.

the interior surface material of a semi-bright plywood appears to create a
too dark ambience at times, an issue in a swedish setting

A missed pooprtunity for a window at the
end of the lengthwise axis, possibly
explained by the desire to be able to add
on additional containers to the home

Full-depth drawers under the sofa and the
raised bed fulfill most of the storage need

2,3m

5,9m

No proper
entrance inside
of the two glass
doors, would not
work for a
swedish climate

Wood deck in the front with entrance

Kitchen with top-fed dishwasher, oven, stove and
refrigerator. All doorhandles on the cupboards are
in the form of holes through their surface

Woodburner

Home office space
for two people

1:50
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Aerial view Front view

Front porch and entrance
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A quite open kitchen The dining table comes right after the main entrance

The long axis through the links gives the house some feeling of space The hidden laundry area in one of the links
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The living room and home office Full length drawers under the sofa

Raised bed to fit clothes storage underneath Cut-in handles throughout the home is a great idea for small spaces
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Case Study: Tiny Movable House for family in countryside Auckland, New Zealand
Self-built by Peter and Deb - current plan functioning for 3 persons (4 year old daughter)

living room area open
to kitchen with ceiling
height of about 3,5m

9m

3m

very small
bathroom sink

ground floor
(>2m ceiling

height)

loft
(<1,5m ceiling

height)

1:50

washing machine
and cleaning
cupboard

built in mirror in
bathroom door

tall cabinets
with fridge/
freezer/pantry

stair with
storage drawers

Indoor
dining area
for 3 people

1m x 1m
glassed-in
shower

childrens
bedroomclothes

storage
bedroomopaque

railing
separates
living area
from bed

clerestory
brightens
the living
area

kitchen
area with
top-fed
dishwasher

roof covered front porch gives the home a lot of flexible
space possible to use most of the year in the climate
-could you simply temper this zone for the home to work
in a colder climate?

folding glass doors
for openness between
living room/kitchen
and front porch
-the only entrance

sofa with
storage
space

The area of the 3m x 9m home (exterior measurements) is about
24sqm, with an additional space of 14sqm on the loft. It is in most
aspects a very typical movable home, restricted by certain rules and
therefore following an emerged standard, with a kitchen joined to a
living room with a high ceiling, a separated toilet and a bedroom loft.

Because of the restricted total height if the home, the loft ceiling height is
less than 1,5m. A loft generally works when the distance from the bed to
the stair is very small, as for the parents bedroom, but the childs bedroom
will soon become unusable when the child is no longer able to walk
upright in the room, despite of efforts with windows in multiple
directions. The example shows how an immediate need ruined the overall
flexibility, which makes it less interesting as a permanent design.
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Front view with garden Entrance path

First view when entering home, the loft is shielded by the opaque railing Living room with storage under the sofa
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A generous kitchen but not very much interior dining space The length of the home excluding the bathroom

The parents loft with just a bed and storage Childs loft gets an unique door because of the low ceiling height
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Case Study: Tiny Movable House for five-person family, New Zealand
Self-built by Francois and Sarah-Lee - current plan functioning for 5 persons (oldest child is 9 years)

compost toilet as a
consequence of
there being no black-
water pipes available ladder to

the loftvery small
bathroom

fixed dining table,
would have been
more flexible with
a moveable one

kitchen in the same
material as the
walls, to make the
room seem bigger

the bedroom loft,
with a queen-sized
bed and a basket
for clothes storage the living room and kitchen gains a sense of space

from the open pitched ceiling above, but also from the
fact that the home is not organized as the standard
central corridor with functions on either side, but with
the functions on either end of the house instead

fixed bookshelves

woodburner

custom window sill to
be used as an interior
and exterior bench

three childrens bunk beds organized to give minimum leg-space but more
head-space, with three clothes storage drawers below.

this could be a good and even more safe solution for small children, but
maybe good if part of it is detachable for when the children grows.

custom
sliding
window

7,2m

3m

The area of the 3m x 7.2m home is about 21sqm, with an additional
6sqm on the loft. There is not much storage space in the home, partly
because the family lives a minimalist life, and partly because there are
other buildings on the plot. the father has also built an additional small
guest house adjacent to the main one, following its principles.

It becomes very important for family compact living that there is a
possibility to adapt the home to children growing, which means there
probably is a need for change once every few years at least. Which part
of the home becomes non functioning first? in the case of a family it
is probably the number of childrens bedrooms, but also the size of the
bathroom and the kitchen if they are very limited to begin with.

ground floor loft

1:50
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The small home is on a quite large lot The sliding window in the front connects the inside to the outside

The first view when entering the home The living room and kitchen area is very compact
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The kitchen is located along the short side, allowing for a wider room The material of the kitchen blends it into the wall

The very efficient sleeping area working for three small children The bathroom is very compact and also without a flushing toilet
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The window sill works as an inside and an outside bench The parents loft, with space for not much more than the bed
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Case Study: Tiny Accessible House for Elderly in Victoria, Southern Australia
Built by Ferne for her mother Merle - current plan functioning for 1 person

cupboards for storage,
behind bed and sofa

the bed is pulled up to the ceiling during
the day by the push of a button, and
reveals a small sofa underneath

the veranda is built of wooden
pillars, corrugated metal for the
roof and transparent corrugated
plastic for the side walls

the front is made of jalousies and insect
nets, which can be rolled up to get a clear
view of the landscape ahead

a steep exterior ramp made
of a steel grid with good grip

all floor surface is heated and made
of a non-slippery bathroom flooring

sink and washing machine

small kitchen with stove, sink, oven and
fridge/freezer, with the countertop at a
lower than usual height

the walls between kitchen and bathroom
has shelves for dry kitchen goods

a small table for meals can
be folded up from the shelf

the shower has
railings and a stool

landing and entrance with
parking space for a walker

The area of the home including the semi-insulated veranda is 41sqm.

This home works for a person who can walk without help most of the
time, and only sometimes needs the help from a walker. In the case
that she would need a wheelchair, many of the functions in the narrow
main home would become impossible to use, like the storage
compartments, som of the hand-operated pieces of furniture, and the
narrow bathroom/kitchen corridor. Something can be learned from the
materials used though, which overall are suitable to increase accessibility
and also from the expensive but very adaptible motorized bed elevator.

3,2m

2,5m

7,2m

1:50
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Exterior view of the home, the front porch and the ramp The open front porch

The front windows can be raised to reveal this great view
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The inner room made for cooking, eating, sleeping and hygiene The bed, with tall storage cabinets behind

The bed can be raised to the ceiling during the day to reveal a sofa
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The kitchen is very narrow, with small shelves on the opposite side Small bench area at a lower than usual height

A very narrow bathroom, with a questionable accessibility The shower area, with a built in bench
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Case Study: Tiny House built in back yard in Sydney, New South Wales
Self-built by Dan and Marine - current plan functioning for 4 persons

In this example a family chose to rent out their main house, divide the
plot into two, and build this tiny 31,5 sqm house including the pool.

Its ambience is quite spacious for the small amount of interior space,
considering four people live there. It can be partly explained through
the large amount of built-in custom storage in the spots which would
otherwise have been wasted, but mostly it can be explained by all the
contact with the garden from the interor, with large windows and a
ceiling which continues outside. What is really good with this design is
all aspects which are solely for the childrens play, like the stair to the
childrens room or the play areas under all beds. design for children
usually makes it better for everyone, but the flexibility of some of the
very small openings and spaces may be questioned.

custom fitted tall cabinets
in kitchen corner

washing basket hidden
in built in shelf

unusual corner
placement of sinkthe window can be lifted

up to create an indoor/
outdoor dining table

barbeque

the tilted ceiling continues
from the inside to the porch
which ties the interior to the
outside room
-would you glaze this exterior
room in in a swedish context? the large 4m wide window

looks out on the backyard
swimming pool

fixed window seats
with storage

light sofas which
are easily moved

a small stair with cleaning cupboard inside, going
up to two levels of raised bunkbeds to add one
more aspect of fun and play to the home

raised bunkbeds for
the two children with
play-area underneath

good amount of storage
in custom drawers

the queen-sized bed can
be lifted up to reveal an
additional play-area below

4,2m

7,6m

1:50
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The front view when coming from the pool Aerial view, looking over the suburban neighbourhood

The front porch seems to be an important part of daily life
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The living room, with a great view of the garden and the pool The kitchen has built-in storage cabinets in almost all wall space

Light sofas which can be moved outside The narrow stair to the childrens bunk beds inside their room
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A decent master bedroom with one storage wall The queen-sized bed can be lifted to reveal a play space

The kids room has three levels, which makes you wonder how to clean there
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Case Study: Tiny House in Back Yard in Sydney, New South Wales
Designed by Nicholas for his friends Anthony and Bianca - current plan functioning for 3(4) persons

an exterior wooden deck
north of the house

the house has most windows towards north,
which is the most efficient way to design the
home in the southern hemisphere

the childs bedroom on the opposite side
of the house from the master bedroom

CLT-wood construction
visible from the inside

this wall can be
removed to
create a larger
childrens
bedroom

the cut-out piece
for the door in
the interior CLT-
wall is used as a
desk in the study

kitchen with refrigerator/freezer, stove/
oven, and top fed dishwasher

washing machine and
cleaning cupboard

emphasized entrance
by negative mass

clothes storage
in tall cabinets

the two windows on the west and
the east side of the house creates a
long visual axis throught the doors

a king sized bed and conventional
dimensions for the master bedroom
makes it comfortable and accessible

bathroom with small bathtub/shower

an open plan for the kitchen/living room, with
the kitchen efficiently against the back wall

This house with an area of 60 sqm is located in the wife's parents back
yard, as this was the only way for the family to build a house with the
very steep house prices in Sydney. It is very interesting to study as a
small, non-movable home as it thereby does not have to make sacrifices
because of width/length restrictions.

With an area about double the size of a common tiny house, but still
much smaller than a conventional one, it seems to be a well functioning
layout for a family of four, with even some possibilities of adapting it
to future needs. The environmental aspects are further reinforced by
the windows towards north and the CLT construction.

This strategy of building in a back yard is very good to increase the
urban density, with a plot which would have been to small for two
conventional houses. it also reinforces the generational bonds within the
family, but in the opposite way of how traditonal "granny-flats" would
have given the older generation a home close to the main family.

1:50

4,3m

12,0m
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The location of the house in the back yard The north facade with almost all the windows

The entrance niche as the only visual element on the south facade
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The quite spacious open-plan living room and kitchen The home gains a feeling of space because of the long visual axis

The living room with large windows towards the garden The bathroom, with a small bathtub
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A normally-sized master bedroom The kids room, just large enough fot a single bed

The wall of the study can be removed to join it with the adjacent kids room A desk made from the cut-out CTL for the door
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Case Study: Tiny Conventional House in Wanaka, New Zealand
Built by Will and Jen - current plan functioning for 2 persons

This house is about 29 sqm, not including the loft, and it is located
in a suburban setting in contrast to many of the examples. Its fixed
position, by not being built on a trailer, makes it an importan
example to study as the height but most importantly the width are
more intentional. The main room with its large window is generous
and open, and the kitchen island allows for some interesting
flexibility in use, but both the kitchen and the bathroom has some
issues regarding the small dimensions, functionality and placement.

sliding windows opening
up towards the garden

front door in glass
from porch

living room with ceiling height
over 5m because of pitched roof

wall-mounted tv, turning into a computer
with desk by rearranging the shelf below

kitchen island with sink and
main dining area - would it be
possible to make the dining
area and kitchen preparation
space fully interchangeable?

a steep but proper staircase with storage
both in drawers in the lowest 3 steps and
through the small door

narrow bathroom with
smaller appliances

possibly an issue with
the narrow dimensions,
and the toilet straight
behind the kitchen

the kitchen has a
built in fan in the
wall, making the
cupboards above
more useful

The loft is quite spacious,
with space for storage
furniture and a spatial
connection to the living
room below

the entire gable is glassed, meaning
a window with a height of 5m

7,0m

4,2m

1:50

ground floor loft
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View from garden Aerial view

View of private side from suburban street
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View of kitchen and living room when entering hom A slightly awkward view on the tv from the lounge area

Glass wall with some exterior shading elements providing a good level of light
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The somewhat problematic separation of the kitchen functions The small, not very accessible bathroom

The loft, with a decent ceiling height thanks to the pitched ceiling
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Case Study: Tiny Cottage-Style House on wheels in Abbotsford, Canada
Self-built by Joel and Emma - current plan functioning for 4 persons

the floor area of the house is about 32 sqm, fitted in two stories within
the 2,5m x 9m frame. It is a very small home and you can see the
sacrifices the parents has made to give the children sufficient space. For
this specific family the tiny house seems to be very temporary, as they
use it as their home during the building process of a larger home. The
home is technically functioning but still leaves the inhabitants longing
for a larger home. Out of a sustainability aspect the movability of the
house therefore becomes interesting, as it means the house could
become someone elses home in an entirely new setting, which is very
flexible.

large washer/dryer makes the bathroom
feel cramped when you first enter

a full-size bathtub,
an unusual amenity
in a tiny house

deep storage shelf with
cleaning equipment the common 600mm wide and steep

staircase with storage in each step,
splits onto two different lofts on top

the entrance and kitchen becomes
the most spacious part of the
home due to its 4m ceiling height

an unreachable ledge with window.
For storage, for exterior aesthetics,
or a leftover from a mid-build
change in layout?

one of the more proper entrance
situations of the studied examples

the smallest childs loft, with a
nursing chair, wide but short
windows and a small bed

the larger childs room, with a
large bed possibly to be used
for both children soom

an interesting spatial situation
where the ceiling height goes
from being 2m to 4m on the
same open floor area, creates a
special athmosphere with the
right artificial light

the sofa in living area also
functions as the parents bed

a table which has to
be pulled out from
the wall for each meal as the kitchen is without

a dishwasher, a larger
than usual sink is needed

this part of the kitchen functions
as a breakfast table on top of
being for food preparation

clothes storage in
narrow drawers

1:50

2,5m

9m

Loft

Gound Floor
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Front view Aerial view, with childrens own playground in front

The view from the entrance towards the living room Kitchen, dining area and living room
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The view through the length of the home The sofa is also the parents sleeping area

The kitchen, with a ceiling height of 4 meters The bathroom, dominated by the large wahser/dryer
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The narrow stair up to the two lofts The largest child has a larger bed than the parents

The smaller loft is for the youngest child The very low ceiling height apparently still allows for time to be spent here
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Nakagin capsule tower in Tokyo by Kisho Kurokawa, built 1970

Interesting to look at how these small apartments are experienced

Villa Müller in Prague by Adolf loos, built 1930
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Lagnö Bo cooperative in Trosa by Birgitta Elvingson, built 2017
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Tiny house made of 3 20ft shipping containers by Richard and Amy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lta9cqioRDY Viewed 25/1-2021

Tiny house in countryside Auckland by Peter and Deb https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hgicrdp-S9A&t=655s Viewed 25/1-2021

Tiny house for family of five by Francois and Sarah-Lee https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vwz97FSPF5U&t=254s Viewed 28/1-2021

Tiny accessible house for one elderly person by Ferne for her mother Merle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlQ3yuUmBiw Viewed 2/2-2021

Tiny house in back yard with pool by Dan and Marnie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQ3gBKDa8RY&t=792s Viewed 5/2-2021

Tiny CLT house in back yard by Nicholas for his friends Anthony and Bianca https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oxv8bjLCa9w Viewed 9/2-2021

Tiny conventional house in wanaka, New Zealand by Will and Jen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPBDPcqfCwA Viewed 17/2-2021

Tiny farmhouse in abbotsford, Canada by Emma and Joel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wO9gF4S1_I4 Viewed 5/2-2021
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